On Guard®
Cleaner Concentrate

Product Description
On Guard Cleaner Concentrate is designed to be the ideal natural cleaner. It is fortified with dōTERRA’s proprietary On Guard Protective Blend of Wild Orange, Clove Bud, Cinnamon, Eucalyptus, and Rosemary CPTG essential oils that provide natural protection against certain environmental factors. This powerful essential oil blend is combined with plant-based derivatives that provide a non-toxic and biodegradable way to clean and eliminate odors so it is safe for loved ones as well as the environment. The multi-purpose capabilities of On Guard Cleaner Concentrate make it perfect to expertly clean hard surfaces in the kitchen, bathroom, or any room leaving behind a clean and invigorating scent.

Concept
A safe and clean house is the basis for keeping you and your family healthy all year round. It has never been more important to keep your living area clean and safe from increasing negative environmental factors. Contributing to these factors, are the increasing number of household cleaning products that contain chemicals that are not healthy for your family or the environment. Eliminating harmful chemicals from your cleaning regimen is a good start to great health and wellness for you and your family.

On Guard Cleaner Concentrate is the perfect way to keep your living space safe and clean. dōTERRA combines the power of On Guard Protective Blend essential oils with gentle plant derived ingredients for a naturally effective household cleaner. And because the essential oils in On Guard Cleaner Concentrate are Certified Pure Therapeutic Grade, you don’t have to worry about irritations caused by impurities such as pesticides or other contaminates. The essential oils found in the On Guard Protective Blend are the perfect way to safely and effectively clean and protect against certain environmental factors. On Guard Cleaner Concentrate is formulated to be safe for the whole family.
On Guard Cleaner Concentrate is conveniently packaged in a 12 oz bottle that can be used 1) with water in a reusable spray bottle accessory, which saves the earth’s resources and your money, 2) in the bathroom, and 3) to wash dishes, and/or 4) to use undiluted for tough stains on surfaces.

**Primary Benefits**

- On Guard Cleaner Concentrate cleans and protects by helping to protect from negative environmental factors
- One bottle of On Guard Cleaner Concentrate refills 12 spray bottles to use as a multi-purpose cleaner
- One bottle of On Guard Cleaner Concentrate cleans 4 sink loads of dishes
- The spice and citrus aromas of the essential oils in On Guard Protective Blend invigorate the senses during and after use
- Free of petroleum, ammonia, chlorine bleach, borates, phosphates, nitrates, and volatile organic cleaning compounds

**What Makes This Product Unique?**

- Contains a full 5 ml bottle of On Guard Protective Blend, dōTERRA’s proprietary Certified Pure Therapeutic Grade essential oil blend
- On Guard Protective Blend contains essential oils known to be cleansing and protective against seasonal threats
- On Guard Cleaner Concentrate is economically and ecologically packaged in a 12 oz bottle
- Natural formula effectively cleans without harsh chemicals
- Formulated according to dōTERRA’s “NONE OF THE BAD” philosophy, meaning it does not contain artificial colors, diethanolamine (DEA), formaldehyde donors, parabens, phthalates, propylene glycol, sodium laureth sulfate (SLES), sodium laurel sulfate (SLS), toluene, or triethanolamine (TEA). Product not tested on animals

**Key Ingredients**

- Proprietary On Guard Protective Blend of Wild Orange, Clove, Cinnamon, Eucalyptus, and Rosemary CPTG essential oil provides natural protection by keeping surrounding areas clean and safe
- Plant-based ingredients help improve the cleaning process as well as contribute to a product that is safe for you and your family as well as the environment

**Who Should Use this Product?**

Any person who wants a safe and natural alternative to harsh, chemical cleaners as well as the added benefit of CPTG essential oils.

**Directions for Use**
MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER: Mix 2 Tbsp of concentrate per 24-oz. water.

BATHROOMS: Mix 3 Tbsp of concentrate per 24-oz. water.

DISHES: Mix 3 Tbsp of concentrate per gallon of water.

TOUGH JOBS: Apply concentrate directly on designated area and let soak. *Avoid direct use of concentrate on hardwood floors and natural stone.*

Ingredients:

On Guard Cleaner Concentrate

12 oz / 355 mL

Item code: 3814
Consultant price: $14.50
PV: 10
Preferred member price: $15.47
Suggested retail price: $19.33